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REDUNDANT HOST CONNECTION IN A ROUTED

NETWORK

Inventors: Somesh Gupta, Anoop Ghanwani, Phanidhar Koganti, and
Shunjia Yu

BACKGROUND

Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to network management. More specifically, the

present disclosure relates to a method and system for facilitating link aggregation from one

network device to multiple devices in a routed network.

Related Art

[0002] As more mission-critical applications are being implemented in data

communication networks, high-availability operation is becoming progressively more

important as a value proposition for network architects. It is often desirable to divide a

conventional aggregated link (from one device to another) among multiple network devices,

such that a node failure or link failure would not affect the operation of the multi-homed

device.

[0003] Meanwhile, layer-2 (e.g., Ethernet) networking technologies continue to

evolve. More routing-like functionalities, which have traditionally been the characteristics of

layer-3 (e.g., IP) networks, are migrating into layer-2. Notably, the recent development of

the Transparent Interconnection of Lots of Links (TRILL) protocol allows Ethernet switches

to function more like routing devices. TRILL overcomes the inherent inefficiency of the

conventional spanning tree protocol, which forces layer-2 switches to be coupled in a logical

spanning-tree topology to avoid looping. TRILL allows routing bridges (RBridges) to be

coupled in an arbitrary topology without the risk of looping by implementing routing

functions in switches and including a hop count in the TRILL header.

[0004] While TRILL brings many desirable features to layer-2 networks, some issues

remain unsolved when TRILL-capable devices are coupled with non-TRILL devices.

Particularly, when a non-TRILL device is coupled to multiple TRILL devices using link



aggregation, existing technologies do not provide a scalable and flexible solution that takes

full advantage of the TRILL network.

SUMMARY

[0005] One embodiment of the present invention provides a switch. The switch

includes a management mechanism and a configuration mechanism. During operation, the

management mechanism is configured to operate the switch in conjunction with the partner

switch as a single logical switch. The configuration mechanism is configured to assign a

virtual switch identifier to the logical switch.

[0006] In a variation on this embodiment, the switch is a layer-2 switch capable of

routing without requiring the network topology to be based on a spanning tree.

[0007] In a variation on this embodiment, the switch is a routing bridge configured to

operate in accordance with the TRILL protocol.

[0008] In a variation on this embodiment, the configuration mechanism is further

configured to set the cost of a link to the logical switch to be zero.

[0009] In a variation on this embodiment, the switch includes a frame-marking

mechanism configured to mark an ingress-switch field of a frame with the virtual switch

identifier, wherein the frame is received from a device coupled to the switch.

[0010] In a variation on this embodiment, the switch includes a communication

mechanism configured to notify the partner switch about the reachability of a media access

control (MAC) address associated with a device coupled to both the switch and the partner

switch.

[0011] In a further variation, upon detecting a failure of a link between the device

and the partner switch, the configuration mechanism is configured to disassociate the device

from the virtual switch.

[0012] In a further variation, upon detecting a failure of a link between the device

and the switch, the communication mechanism is configured to notify the partner node of the

failure via an inter-switch communication channel.

[0013] In a variation on this embodiment, the switch includes a communication

mechanism configured to advertise that the virtual switch is equivalent to both the switch and

the partner switch, thereby facilitating multi-path routing to or from a device coupled to both

switches.

[0014] In a variation on this embodiment, the switch discards a received multicast

frame corresponding to a multicast group to which a device coupled to both the switch and



the separate physical switch belongs, when the frame's ingress switch identifier is the same

as the virtual switch identifier, or when the frame's ingress switch identifier is different from

the virtual switch identifier and a link between the device and the switch is not a primary

link.

[0015] In a variation on this embodiment, the switch forwards a multicast frame

originated from a first local device coupled to the switch to a second local device coupled to

both the switch and the separate physical switch, when the second local device is in a

multicast group corresponding to the multicast frame.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0016] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary network where a virtual RBridge identifier is

assigned to two physical TRILL RBridges which are coupled to a non-TRILL device via a

divided aggregate link, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0017] FIG. 2 presents a flowchart illustrating the process of configuring the TRILL

header of an ingress frame from a dual-homed end station at an ingress physical RBridge, in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0018] FIG. 3A illustrates an exemplary header configuration of an ingress TRILL

frame which contains a virtual RBridge nickname in its ingress RBridge nickname field, in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0019] FIG. 3B illustrates an exemplary header configuration of an ingress TRILL

frame which contains a virtual RBridge nickname in its TRILL option field, in accordance

with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0020] FIG. 4 presents a flowchart illustrating the process of forwarding a unicast

TRILL frame at a partner RBridge which participates in link aggregation, in accordance with

an embodiment of the present invention.

[0021] FIG. 5A presents an example illustrating how multicast can be handled

among dual-homed end stations, in accordance with one embodiment of the present

invention.

[0022] FIG. 5B presents a flowchart illustrating the process of forwarding a multicast

frame, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0023] FIG. 6 illustrates a scenario where one of the physical links of a dual-homed

end station experiences a failure, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.



[0024] FIG. 7 presents a flowchart illustrating the process of handling a link failure

that affects an end station associated with a virtual RBridge, in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention.

[0025] FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary architecture of a switch that facilitates

assignment of a virtual RBridge ID, in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0026] The following description is presented to enable any person skilled in the art

to make and use the invention, and is provided in the context of a particular application and

its requirements. Various modifications to the disclosed embodiments will be readily

apparent to those skilled in the art, and the general principles defined herein may be applied

to other embodiments and applications without departing from the spirit and scope of the

present invention. Thus, the present invention is not limited to the embodiments shown, but

is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with the claims.

Overview

[0027] In embodiments of the present invention, the problem of providing a scalable

and flexible way of provisioning multi-device link aggregation is solved by forming a logical,

virtual switch and assigning a virtual switch identifier to the multiple switches which share

the aggregate link. For example, in a TRILL network, when an end station is coupled to two

separate RBridges and the links to these RBridges form an aggregate link, a virtual TRILL

RBridge identifier (ID) is generated, and the end station is considered to be logically coupled

to the virtual RBridge. An incoming frame from the end-station is marked with a virtual

RBridge nickname as its ingress RBridge nickname and routed through the rest of the TRILL

network. Other end stations which are coupled to the same physical TRILL RBridges in a

similar way can use the same virtual RBridge nickname as their ingress RBridge nickname.

To the rest of the TRILL network, such a dual-homed end station appears to be coupled

directly to the virtual RBridge. The use of such a virtual RBridge nickname allows multiple

dual-homed end stations to share the same virtual RBridge, which is a scalable solution as the

number of dual-homed end stations grows. When one of the aggregated links fails, the

affected end station is no longer considered coupled to the virtual RBridge. Instead, the end

station would be considered to be coupled to the physical RBridge with an operational link.

This configuration allows fast protection switching and timely topology convergence.



[0028] Although the present disclosure is presented using examples based on the

TRILL protocol, embodiments of the present invention are not limited to TRILL networks, or

networks defined in a particular Open System Interconnection Reference Model (OSI

reference model) layer.

[0029] The term "RBridge" refers to routing bridges, which are bridges

implementing the TRILL protocol as described in IETF draft "RBridges: Base Protocol

Specification," available at http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-trill-rbridge-protocol-16, which

is incorporated by reference herein. Embodiments of the present invention are not limited to

the application among RBridges. Other types of switches, routers, and forwarders can also be

used.

[0030] The term "end station" refers to a network device that is not TRILL-capable.

"End station" is a relative term with respect to the TRILL network. However, "end station"

does not necessarily mean that the network device is an end host. An end station can be a

host, a conventional layer-2 switch, an IP router, or any other type of network device.

Additionally, an end station can be coupled to other switches, routers, or hosts further away

from the TRILL network. In other words, an end station can be an aggregation point for a

number of network devices to enter the TRILL network.

[0031] The term "dual-homed end station" refers to an end station that has an

aggregate link to two or more TRILL RBridges, where the aggregate link includes multiple

physical links to the different RBridges. The aggregate link, which includes multiple

physical links, functions as one logical link to the end station. Although the term "dual" is

used here, the term "dual-homed end station" does not limit the number of physical RBridges

sharing the aggregate link to two. In various embodiments, other numbers of physical

RBridges can share the same aggregate link. Where "dual-homed end station" is used in the

present disclosure, the term "multi-homed end station" can also be used.

[0032] The term "frame" refers to a group of bits that can be transported together

across a network. "Frame" should not be interpreted as limiting embodiments of the present

invention to layer-2 networks. "Frame" can be replaced by other terminologies referring to a

group of bits, such as "packet," "cell," or "datagram."

[0033] The term "RBridge identifier" refers to a group of bits that can be used to

identify an RBridge. Note that the TRILL standard uses "RBridge ID" to denote a 48-bit

intermediate-system-to-intermediate-system (IS-IS) System ID assigned to an RBridge, and

"RBridge nickname" to denote a 16-bit value that serves as an abbreviations for the "RBridge

ID." In this disclosure, "RBridge identifier" is used as a generic term and is not limited to



any bit format, and can refer to "RBridge ID" or "RBridge nickname" or any other format

that can identify an RBridge.

Network Architecture

[0034] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary network where a virtual TRILL identifier is

assigned to two physical TRILL RBridges which are coupled to a non-TRILL device via a

divided aggregate link, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. As

illustrated in FIG. 1, a TRILL network includes six RBridges, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, and

106. End station 113 is coupled to RBridge 102; end station 114 is coupled to RBridge 103;

and end station 115 is coupled to RBridge 105. End stations 111 and 112 are both dual-

homed and coupled to RBridges 104 and 105. The goal is to allow a dual-homed end station

to use both physical links to two separate TRILL RBridges as a single, logical aggregate link,

with the same media access control (MAC) address. Such a configuration would achieve true

redundancy and facilitate fast protection switching.

[0035] However, in a conventional TRILL network, the dual-home-style

connectivity would not provide the desired result, because the TRILL protocol depends on

MAC address learning to determine the location of end stations (i.e., to which ingress

RBridge an end station is coupled) based on a frame's ingress TRILL RBridge ID. As such,

an end station can only appear to be reachable via a single physical RBridge. For example,

assume that end station 112 is in communication with end station 113. The ingress RBridge

would be RBridges 105 and 104, and the egress RBridge would be RBridge 102. The

incoming frames from end station 112 would have either RBridge 104 or RBridge 105

marked as their ingress RBridge ID. When RBridge 102 receives these frames and performs

MAC address learning, RBridge 102 would assume that end station 112 is moving and is

either coupled to RBridge 104 or RBridge 105 (but not both). RBridge 102 would send the

frames from end station 113 to either RBridge 104 or RBridge 105. Consequently, only one

of the physical links leading to end station 112 is used, which defeats the purpose of having

redundant links between end station 112 and RBridges 104 and 105.

[0036] In embodiments of the present invention, as illustrated in FIG. 1, RBridges

104 and 105 are configured to operate in a special "trunked" mode for end stations 111 and

112. End stations 111 and 112 view RBridges 104 and 105 as a common virtual RBridge

108, with a corresponding virtual RBridge ID. Dual-homed end stations 111 and 112 are

considered to be logically coupled to virtual RBridge 108 via logical links represented by

dotted lines. Virtual RBridge 108 is considered to be logically coupled to both RBridges 104



and 105, optionally with zero-cost links (also represented by dotted lines). Incoming frames

from end station 111 or 112 are marked with virtual RBridge 108's nickname as their ingress

RBridge nickname. As a result, other RBridges in the TRILL network can learn that end

stations 111 and 112 are both reachable via virtual RBridge 108. Furthermore, RBridges 104

and 105 can advertise their respective connectivity (optionally via zero-cost links) to virtual

RBridge 108. Hence, multi-pathing can be achieved when other RBridges choose to send

frames to virtual RBridge 108 (which is marked as the egress RBridge in the frames) via

RBridges 104 and 105. In the following description, RBridges which participate in link

aggregation and form a virtual RBridge are referred to as "partner RBridges."

[0037] Since the two partner RBridges function as a single logical RBridge, the

MAC address reachability learned by each RBridge is shared with the other partner RBridge.

For example, during normal operation, end station 111 may choose to send its outgoing

frames only via the link to RBridge 105. As a result, only RBridge 105 would learn end

station I l l's MAC address (and the corresponding port on RBridge 105 to which end station

111 is coupled). This information is then shared by RBridge 105 with RBridge 104. Since

the frames coming from end station 111 would have virtual RBridge 108's nickname as their

ingress RBridge nickname, when other devices in the network send frames back to end

station 111, these frames would have virtual RBridge 108's nickname as their egress RBridge

nickname, and these frames might be sent to either RBridge 104 or 105. When RBridge 104

receives such a frame, it can determine that this frame should be sent to its partner RBridge

105, based on the MAC reachability information shared by RBridge 105.

[0038] It should be noted that virtual RBridge 108 is not specific to a particular set of

aggregate links. In other words, both dual-homed end stations 111 and 112 can share the

same virtual RBridge 108. This feature makes the present solution scalable, because a

number of dual-homed end stations can be logically attached to the same virtual RBridge.

[0039] In addition, an end station is not required to change the way it is configured

for link aggregation. A dual-homed end station only needs to be configured to have an

aggregate link to the virtual RBridge, as would be the case with a conventional, physical

RBridge, using an existing link aggregation method. Hence, the dual-homed end station does

not need to be aware that the virtual RBridge on the other end of the aggregate link is actually

two physical RBridges. Furthermore, the rest of the TRILL network (apart from RBridges

104 and 105) is also not required to be aware that virtual RBridge 108 is actually not a

physical RBridge. That is, to the rest of the TRILL network, virtual RBridge 108 is



indistinguishable from any of the physical RBridges. Therefore, the present invention does

not require extra configuration to the rest of the TRILL network.

Frame Processing

[0040] FIG. 2 presents a flowchart illustrating the process of configuring the TRILL

header of an ingress frame from a dual-homed end station at an ingress physical RBridge, in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. During operation, an RBridge

participating in link aggregation receives an ingress Ethernet frame from an end station

(operation 202). The RBridge then identifies the destination MAC address of the received

frame (operation 204). Based on the destination MAC address, the RBridge performs a

lookup on the egress TRILL RBridge nickname (operation 206). Next, the RBridge

determines the next-hop TRILL RBridge based on the egress TRILL RBridge nickname

(operation 208). (It is assumed that the routing function in the TRILL protocol or other

routing protocol is responsible for populating the forwarding information base at each

RBridge.)

[0041] Subsequently, the RBridge sets the TRILL header of the frame (operation

210). In doing so, the RBridge sets the virtual RBridge as the ingress RBridge for the frame.

The egress RBridge of the TRILL header is set based on the result of operation 206.

[0042] The RBridge then sets the outer Ethernet header of the frame (operation 212).

In doing so, the RBridge sets the MAC address of the next-hop RBridge (the result of

operation 208) as the destination MAC address in the outer Ethernet header. The RBridge

further sets the MAC address of the local transmitting RBridge as the source MAC address in

the outer Ethernet header. After setting the outer Ethernet header, the RBridge transmits the

TRILL-encapsulated frame to the next-hop RBridge (operation 214).

[0043] FIG. 3A illustrates an exemplary header configuration of an ingress TRILL

frame which contains a virtual RBridge nickname in its ingress RBridge nickname field, in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. In this example, a TRILL-

encapsulated frame includes an outer Ethernet header 302, a TRILL header 303, an inner

Ethernet header 308, an Ethernet payload 310, and an Ethernet frame check sequence (FCS)

312.

[0044] TRILL header 303 includes a version field (denoted as "V"), a reserved field

(denoted as "R"), a multi-destination indication field (denoted as "M"), an option-field-length

indication field (denoted as "OP-LEN"), and a hop-count field (denoted as "HOP CT"). Also



included are an egress RBridge nickname field 304 and an ingress RBridge nickname field

306.

[0045] In some embodiments, in addition to carrying the virtual RBridge ' s nickname

in the ingress RBridge nickname field, it is possible to include the physical ingress RBridge

nickname in the TRILL option field. This configuration can facilitate end-to-end congestion

notification and help with multicast pruning scenarios.

[0046] Furthermore, it is also possible to carry virtual RBridge identifier in the

TRILL option field, instead of the source RBridge nickname field. The ingress RBridge

nickname field of an incoming frame is used to carry the nickname of the physical ingress

RBridge (which is one of the partner RBridges forming the virtual RBridge). This

configuration allows other RBridges in the TRILL network to identify the actual, physical

ingress RBridge as well as the virtual ingress RBridge.

[0047] FIG. 3B illustrates an exemplary header configuration of an ingress TRILL

frame which contains a virtual RBridge nickname in its TRILL option field, in accordance

with an embodiment of the present invention. In this example, the frame's option- field-

length field "OP-LEN" indicates the length of its TRILL option field 305. TRILL option

field 305 includes the virtual RBridge nickname 307. The ingress RBridge nickname field

306 carries the nickname of the physical ingress RBridge. To properly identify the RBridge

nickname, an egress RBridge in the TRILL network is assumed to be capable of recognizing

the TRILL option field 305. Note that the top two bits of the first octet of the options area

are a Critical Hop by Hop (CHbH) bit and a Critical Ingress to Engress (CItE) bit. The

CHbH bit can be set to zero, and the CItE bit can be set to one. This way, only the ingress

and egress RBridges are required to parse the option field whereas a transit RBridge only

needs to forward the frames transparently. It is also possible to set the CHbH bit to one to

require the transit RBridges to parse the option field. This configuration allows the RBridges

in the TRILL network to make more intelligent routing decisions.

[0048] In one embodiment, when processing a received frame, an egress physical

RBridge determines whether the Ethertype field of the frame's inner Ethernet header

indicates that the return dataflow should go to the same physical ingress RBridge to facilitate

stateful operation at the end stations. In other words, for certain types of data flows (such as

Fibre Channel over Ethernet, FCoE), it is desirable that the return data path traverses the

same ingress physical RBridge. For example, referring back to FIG. 1, suppose end station

112 generates FCoE traffic to end station 114. The ingress frames from end station 112 are

sent to RBridge 104. RBridge 104 encodes virtual RBridge 108's nickname in the TRILL



option field and RBridge 104's nickname in the ingress RBridge nickname field of these

frames before sending them to RBridge 103, which is the egress RBridge. When parsing

these frames, RBridge 103 determines that their Ethertype field indicates that these frames

are for FCoE traffic. As a result, RBridge 103 maintains the knowledge that for FCoE traffic

between the MAC address pair (i.e., the MAC addresses of end stations 112 and 114), frames

from end station 114 to end station 112 should have RBridge 104's nickname (instead of

virtual RBridge 108's nickname) as their egress RBridge nickname. This configuration

ensures that the FCoE traffic from end station 114 to end station 112 always goes through

RBridge 104 and the same port on end station 112.

[0049] After a partner RBridge encapsulates an ingress frame with the proper TRILL

and outer Ethernet headers and transmits the frame to its destination, it is expected to receive

frames in the reverse direction from the destination in response to the transmission. FIG. 4

presents a flowchart illustrating the process of receiving and forwarding a unicast TRILL

frame at a partner RBridge which participates in link aggregation, in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention.

[0050] During operation, a partner RBridge receives a TRILL frame (operation 402).

The RBridge then determines whether the frame's egress RBridge nickname corresponds to

the local RBridge or a virtual RBridge associated with the local RBridge (operation 403). If

the frame's egress RBridge nickname matches neither the local RBridge nor a virtual

RBridge associated with the local RBridge (i.e., the frame is not destined to the local

RBridge), the RBridge transmits the frame to the next-hop RBridge based on the frame's

egress RBridge nickname (operation 405).

[0051] On the other hand, if the condition in operation 403 is met, the RBridge then

performs a lookup in its MAC-address table to identify an output port corresponding to the

frame's destination MAC address in its inner Ethernet header (operation 404). Note that the

MAC reachability information is shared between the two partner RBridges forming the

virtual RBridge. Hence, even if the RBridge has not received an ingress frame with the same

source MAC address (i.e., the RBridge has not learned the MAC address locally), the

RBridge can still determine that the destination MAC address is reachable via a local link

based on the MAC reachability information shared from the partner RBridge. Subsequently,

the RBridge transmits the frame to the local output port corresponding to the frame's

destination MAC address in its inner Ethernet header (operation 408).



Multicast

[0052] In the case of multicast, the frame's egress RBridge nickname field carries

the nickname of the root RBridge for the multicast tree and the multicast frame can typically

reach all the RBridges in the TRILL network. Special procedures can be implemented to

minimize traffic duplication with dual-homed end stations.

[0053] FIG. 5A presents an example illustrating how multicast can be handled

among dual-homed end stations, in accordance with one embodiment of the present

invention. In this example, an end station 513 is dual-homed with RBridges 506 and 504, via

links 507 and 509, respectively. An end station 512 is dual-homed with RBridges 506 and

504, via links 503 and 505, respectively. Links 507 and 509 form a link trunk for end station

513, and links 503 and 505 form a link trunk for end station 512. Both link trunks

correspond to a virtual RBridge 508. End station 514 is a stand-alone end station coupled to

RBridge 506. Among the links in a link trunk, one link is selected to be a primary link. For

example, link 509 is the primary link for end station 513's link trunk, and link 505 is the

primary link for end station 512's link trunk. The different multicast scenarios and the

corresponding RBridge forwarding behaviors are described below.

[0054] When an egress RBridge, say RBridge 504, receives a multicast frame from

the TRILL network destined to end station 512, it first determines whether the ingress

RBridge nickname is the same as a virtual RBridge nickname with which it is associated. For

example, RBridge 504 would determine whether the frame's ingress RBridge nickname is

virtual RBridge 508's nickname. If so, the frame is discarded. Otherwise, RBridge 504

further determines whether its link to end station 512 is the primary link. In this case, since

link 505 is the primary link for the link trunk to end station 512, RBridge 504 can forward the

multicast frame to end station 512. If link 505 is not the primary link, the frame is discarded.

[0055] When an ingress RBridge, say RBridge 506, receives a multicast frame from

stand-alone end station 514, wherein end station 513 and/or end station 512 are in the

multicast group, RBridge 506 is required to forward the frame to end station 513 and/or end

station 512. In other words, if a local dual-homed end station is in the multicast group of a

multicast frame received locally from a stand-alone end station, the multicast frame is

forwarded by the local RBridge, regardless of whether the link between the local RBridge

and the dual-homed end station is a primary link. Note that the frame would also be

forwarded to the rest of the TRILL network if additional end stations are in the multicast

group. The multicast frame will eventually reach RBridge 504, which is the other partner

node corresponding to virtual RBridge 508. However, since RBridge 504 is precluded from



forwarding the multicast frame to end stations 513 and/or end station 512 (because the frame

has virtual RBridge 508's nickname as its ingress RBridge nickname), traffic duplication can

be avoided.

[0056] Similarly, if end station 513 generates a multicast frame which is sent to

RBridge 506, and end station 512 is in the multicast group, RBridge 506 would forward this

frame directly to end station 512, although link 503 is not the primary link in the link trunk to

end station 512.

[0057] FIG. 5B presents a flowchart illustrating the process of forwarding a multicast

frame, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. During operation, after

receiving a multicast frame at a local physical RBridge, the RBridge first determines whether

the multicast frame is received locally (i.e., from an end station coupled to the RBridge) or

from the TRILL network (operation 530). If the frame is received the locally, the RBridge

further determines whether a locally-connected end station is in the multicast group

(operation 532).

[0058] If a locally-connected end station is in the multicast group, the RBridge

forwards the frame to the locally connected end station (operation 534). Optionally, the

RBridge can further forward the frame to the TRILL network, assuming that there are

additional end stations within the multicast group that can be reached via the TRILL network

(operation 536).

[0059] If the frame is received from the TRILL network (see the right branch of

operation 530), the RBridge then determines whether a locally-connected end station is in the

multicast group (operation 542). If not, the RBridge forwards the frame to other RBridges in

the TRILL network (operation 552). If a locally-connected end station is in the multicast

group, the RBridge further determines whether the locally-connected end station is dual-

homed (operation 544). If it is not dual-homed, the RBridge forwards the frame to the

locally-connected end station (operation 534). If it is dual-homed, the RBridge then

determines whether the frame's ingress RBridge nickname is the same as the virtual

RBridge's nickname associated with the dual-homed end station (operation 546). If they are

the same, the frame is discarded (operation 554). Otherwise, the RBridge further determines

whether its link to the dual-homed end station is the primary link(operation 548). If the link

is the primary link, the RBridge forwards the frame to the dual-homed end station via the link

(operation 550). Otherwise, the frame is discarded (operation 554).



Failure Handling

[0060] FIG. 6 illustrates a scenario in which one of the physical links of a dual-

homed end station experiences a failure, in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention. In this example, assume that end stations 6 11 and 612 are both dual-homed with

RBridges 605 and 604, via their respective aggregate links. In particular, end station 612 is

coupled to RBridge 605 via link 620, and coupled to RBridge 604 via link 622. RBridges

605 and 604 form a virtual RBridge 608. Suppose that link 622 fails during operation.

RBridge 604 can detect this failure and notify RBridge 605 .

[0061] As a result, RBridge 605 discontinues marking frames coming from end

station 612 with the nickname of virtual RBridge 608. Instead, the source RBridge nickname

for the frames from end station 612 are marked with RBridge 605 ' s nickname. In other

words, since end station 612 no longer has the aggregate link to both RBridges 605 and 604,

virtual RBridge 608 no longer exists for end station 612. After the TRILL-encapsulated

frames from end station 612 reach other egress RBridges in the network, these RBridges will

learn that the MAC address corresponding to end station 612 is associated with RBridge 605,

instead of virtual RBridge 608. Consequently, future frames destined to end station 612 will

be sent to RBridge 605. Note that, during the topology convergence process, RBridge 604

may continue to receive frames destined to end station 612. RBridge 604 can flood these

frames to all the ports (except the ports from which the frames are received), or optionally

forward these frames to RBridge 605 so there is minimal data loss.

[0062] FIG. 7 presents a flowchart illustrating the process of handling a link failure

that affects an end station associated with a virtual RBridge, in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention. During operation, a partner RBridge detects a physical

link failure to an end station associated with the virtual RBridge (operation 702). The

RBridge then disassociates the end station with the virtual RBridge (operation 704), and

returns to the normal forwarding and/or flooding operation as for non-trunked ports.

Furthermore, the RBridge places its own nickname (i.e., the physical ingress RBridge's

nickname) in the source RBridge field in the TRILL header of ingress frames from the end

station (operation 706). Optionally, the RBridge can broadcast the MAC reachability of the

end station via its own RBridge identifier to other RBridges in the TRILL network (operation

708).



Multi-pathing

[0063] Embodiments of the present invention can also facilitate equal-cost or nearly-

equal-cost multi-pathing. Take the network topology in FIG. 1 for example. Assume that

end station 111 is in communication with end station 114. The shortest path traverses

RBridge 104 and RBridge 103. As a result, traffic from end station 114 to end station 111

(which is destined to virtual RBridge 108) would always go through RBridge 104, instead of

being split between RBridge 105 and RBridge 104.

[0064] In one embodiment, if traffic splitting is desired, the partner RBridges can

advertise to the rest of the TRILL network that virtual RBridge 108 is equal to RBridge 104

and RBridge 105, e.g., via a message indicating

RBx (RBi, RB2) , where RBx denotes the virtual RBridge nickname, and RBi and RB2

denote the physical RBridge nicknames. This can be done using control messages supported

by existing routing protocols, such as the IS-IS protocol. As a result, for a given set of data

flows, RBridge 103 can select RBridge 104 as the egress RBridge, whereas for other flows

RBridge 103 can select RBridge 105 as the egress RBridge.

Exemplary Switch System

[0065] FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary architecture of a switch that facilitates

assignment of a virtual RBridge ID, in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention. In this example, an RBridge 800 includes a number of communication ports 801, a

packet processor 802, a virtual RBridge management module 804, a virtual RBridge

configuration module 805, a storage device 806, and a TRILL header generation module 808.

During operation, communication ports 801 receive frames from (and transmit frames to) the

end stations. Packet processor 802 extracts and processes the header information from the

received frames. Packet processor 802 further performs routing on the received frames based

on their Ethernet headers, as described in conjunction with FIG. 2 . Note that communication

ports 801 include at least one inter-switch communication channel for communication with

one or more partner RBridges. This inter-switch communication channel can be

implemented via a regular communication port and based on any open or proprietary format.

Furthermore, the inter-switch communication between partner RBridges is not required to be

direct port-to-port communication. Virtual RBridge management module 804 manages the

communication with the partner RBridges and handles various inter-switch communication,

such as MAC address information sharing and link failure notification.



[0066] Virtual RBridge configuration module 805 allows a user to configure and

assign the identifier for the virtual RBridges. It is also responsible for communicating with

the partner RBridge(s) to share each other's MAC address reachability information, which is

stored in storage 806. Furthermore, TRILL header generation module 808 generates the

TRILL header for ingress frames corresponding to the virtual RBridge. Note that the above-

mentioned modules can be implemented in hardware as well as in software. In one

embodiment, these modules can be embodied in computer-executable instructions stored in a

memory which is coupled to one or more processors in RBridge 800. When executed, these

instructions cause the processor(s) to perform the aforementioned functions.

[0067] In summary, embodiments of the present invention provide a method and

system for facilitating link aggregation across different switches in a routed network. In one

embodiment, a virtual RBridge is formed to accommodate an aggregate link from an end

station to multiple physical RBridges. The virtual RBridge is used as the ingress RBridge for

ingress frames from the end station. Such configuration provides a scalable and flexible

solution to link aggregation across multiple switches.

[0068] The methods and processes described herein can be embodied as code and/or

data, which can be stored in a computer-readable nontransitory storage medium. When a

computer system reads and executes the code and/or data stored on the computer-readable

nontransitory storage medium, the computer system performs the methods and processes

embodied as data structures and code and stored within the medium.

[0069] The methods and processes described herein can be executed by and/or

included in hardware modules or apparatus. These modules or apparatus may include, but

are not limited to, an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) chip, a field-

programmable gate array (FPGA), a dedicated or shared processor that executes a particular

software module or a piece of code at a particular time, and/or other programmable-logic

devices now known or later developed. When the hardware modules or apparatus are

activated, they perform the methods and processes included within them.

[0070] The foregoing descriptions of embodiments of the present invention have

been presented only for purposes of illustration and description. They are not intended to be

exhaustive or to limit this disclosure. Accordingly, many modifications and variations will

be apparent to practitioners skilled in the art. The scope of the present invention is defined

by the appended claims.



What Is Claimed Is:

1. A switch, comprising:

a processor;

a memory coupled to the processor and storing instructions which when executed

cause the processor to:

route frames based on their Ethernet headers;

operate the switch in conjunction with a separate physical switch as

a single logical switch; and

assign a virtual switch identifier to the logical switch.

2 . The switch of claim 1, wherein the switch is a layer-2 switch capable of

routing without requiring the network topology to be based on a spanning tree topology.

3. The switch of claim 1, wherein the switch is a routing bridge configured to

operate in accordance with the Transparent Interconnection of Lots of Links (TRILL)

protocol.

4 . The switch of claim 1, wherein the memory further stores instructions which

when executed cause the processor to set the cost of a link to the logical switch to be zero.

5 . The switch of claim 1, wherein the memory further stores instructions which

when executed cause the processor to mark an ingress-switch field of a frame with the virtual

switch identifier, wherein the frame is received from a device coupled to the switch.

6 . The switch of claim 1 wherein the memory further stores instructions which

when executed cause the processor to notify the separate physical switch about the

reachability of a media access control (MAC) address associated with a device coupled to

both the switch and the separate physical switch.

7 . The switch of claim 5, wherein the memory further stores instructions which

when executed cause the processor to disassociate the device from the virtual switch upon

detecting a failure of a link between the device and the separate physical switch.



8. The switch of claim 5, wherein the memory further stores instructions which

when executed cause the processor to notify the separate physical switch of the failure via an

inter-switch communication channel upon detecting a failure of a link between the device and

the switch.

9 . The switch of claim 1, wherein the memory further stores instructions which

when executed cause the processor to advertise that the virtual switch is equivalent to both

the switch and the separate physical switch, thereby facilitating multi-path routing to or from

a device coupled to both switches.

10. The switch of claim 1, wherein the memory further stores instructions which

when executed cause the processor to discard a received multicast frame corresponding to a

multicast group to which a device coupled to both the switch and the separate physical switch

belongs, when:

the frame's ingress switch identifier is the same as the virtual switch identifier; or

the frame's ingress switch identifier is different from the virtual switch identifier and

a link between the device and the switch is not a primary link.

11. The switch of claim 1, wherein the memory further stores instructions which

when executed cause the processor to forward a multicast frame originated from a first local

device coupled to the switch to a second local device coupled to both the switch and the

separate physical switch, when the second local device is in a multicast group corresponding

to the multicast frame.

12. A method, comprising:

routing frames received at a switch based on their Ethernet headers; and

configuring the switch as a single logical switch which includes one or more separate

physical switches, the logical switch having a virtual switch identifier.

13. The method of claim 11, further comprising performing a layer-2 routing

function without requiring the network topology to be based on a spanning tree topology.

14. The method of claim 11, further comprising performing a layer-2 routing

function in accordance with the Transparent Interconnection of Lots of Links (TRILL)

protocol.



15. The method of claim 11, further comprising advertising to a neighbor a zero-

cost link from the switch to the logical switch.

16. The method of claim 11, further comprising placing the virtual switch

identifier in the header of an ingress frame.

17. The method of claim 11, further comprising notifying a separate physical

switch about the reachability of a media access control (MAC) address associated with a

device coupled to the switch.

18. The method of claim 16, wherein upon detecting a failure of a link between

the device and the separate physical switch, the method further comprises disassociating the

device from the virtual switch.

19. The method of claim 16, wherein upon detecting a failure of a link between

the device and the switch, the method further comprises notifying the separate physical

switch of the failure via an inter-switch communication channel.

20. The method of claim 11, further comprising advertising that the virtual switch

is equivalent to both the switch and the separate physical switch, thereby facilitating multi-

path routing to or from a device coupled to both switches.

21. The method of claim 11, further comprising discarding a received multicast

frame corresponding to a multicast group to which a device coupled to both the switch and

the separate physical switch belongs, when:

the frame's ingress switch identifier is the same as the virtual switch identifier; or

the frame's ingress switch identifier is different from the virtual switch identifier and

a link between the device and the switch is not a primary link.

22. The method of claim 11, further comprising forwarding a multicast frame

originated from a first local device coupled to the switch to a second local device coupled to

both the switch and the separate physical switch, when the second local device is in a

multicast group corresponding to the multicast frame.



23. A switch means, comprising:

a frame processing means for routing frames based on their Ethernet headers;

an inter-switch communication means for communicating with a separate physical

switch;

a management means for operating the switch in conjunction with the separate

physical switch as a single logical switch; and

a configuration means for assigning a virtual switch identifier to the logical switch.

24. The switch means of claim 22, further comprising a frame-marking means for

marking an ingress-switch field of a frame with the virtual switch identifier, wherein the

frame is received from a device coupled to the switch.
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